Restaurant „Der Löwe“

Tel.: 0049/351/8041138

Hauptstraße 48, Dresden 01097

Fax: 0049/351/8025952

Germany

Central position, tasty kitchen, coach parking bay nearby
Dear Madams, dear Sirs,
We run a restaurant in the city of Dresden called “Der Löwe” (The Lion). We have a
great deal of experience with guests from all over the world and are therefore confident
of the quality of our service.
Our restaurant is situated in the street called “Hauptstrasse” (Main Street), which is a
pedestrian area. It can be easily reached from the main road from Berlin to Prague that
runs through Dresden. The restaurant has got a very individual interior for which his
architect Mr. Löser has received an award in 1988. Sandstone walls, ornate ceilings and
sculptures by Peter Makolies (Dresden) and Lothar Sell (Meißen) create the unique
atmosphere of the place. The restaurant has been fully renovated earlier 2001 when we
took the opportunity to install new furniture including comfortable genuine leather seats
and benches. We believe that with the help of Mr. Löser we managed to preserve the
former charm of the place.
Another outstanding feature is our conservatory with air conditioning and under floor
heating which enables it to be used all year round. On nice days we open the sliding
glass doors so the guests are sitting in the open.
Very near to the restaurant (50 meters) there is a convenient parking place for two
buses. It is situated in Albert Straße (Albert street) on the right, just after the roundabout
on Albertplatz (see the plan ).

We are open every day of the year from 10.00 am to midnight.
We would be glad to send you any other information you may require including menu
proposals if you would like to consider a co-operation with our restaurant.
Yours sincerely
Kowatschew
Manager
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Pursche
Head chef
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